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Predicting Earthquakes 
Whether earthquakes ever will be predictable is increasingly a matter of 
public concern. In an effort to bring their listeners a rational viewpoint 
about it, Diane Moye and John Kotick of radio station KPFK recently 
interviewed three distinguished seismologists from Caltech: Clarence 
Allen, professor of geology and geophysics; Don Anderson, director of 
the Seismulogical Laboratory and professor of geophysics; and Hiroo 
Kanamori, professor of geophysics. "Predicting Earthquakes" is 
adapted from that interview. 
Gentlemen, our topic is the predicztion qf earth- 
quakes, and I'd like to ask you to give us an idea qf' 
where we stand in relationship to that possibility. 
Clarence Allen: First of all, there is a lot of specula- 
tion among seismologists as to where we  really clo 
stand in this effort. We've already predicted some 
earthquakes successfully, in this country and 
elsewhere. We've also failed on a number of occa- 
sions. It's clear we are still in a research stage in this 
whole program, but I am optimistic that we are head- 
ing in the direction of successful, routine prediction 
of earthquakes at some time in the future. [t is hard to 
say how far off that time is; my own guess is that it's 
at least ten years away. 
Don Anderson: I wouldn't disagree with the general 
assessment of where we are right now. We are really 
just starting a major research effort in  earthquake 
prediction, and we have very few results so far and 
very little data. We know what to do,  and how, and 
where. But once we get our instruments in. how tong 
do we have to wait before there is an earthquake? We 
will have to have a variety of instruments in a variety 
of places - and then possibly wait for  some long 
period of time. 
We are in a particularly complicated position at the 
moment with regard to the public because we are just 
learning how to predict earthquakes. And when we 
find something interesting or anomalous happening, 
we don't have enough experience to say for sure that 
it means there will be an earthquakc. The public and, 
in particular, the media - television, radio, and the 
newspapers - will have to be very patient and 
sophisticated in this learning period. 
What techrliques are used for attempting to predict 
earthquakes at this point? Are there a vctriety of 
schools of thought on the applicable techniques? 
Hiroo Karzarrzori: Well, T don't think there are, tcch- 
nically . I don't think there is any major difference 
among different groups.  The  difference i s  more 
sociological than technical. In Japan they have been 
doing extensive work in this area for the last 30 years 
or  so ,  and thcy are improving the technique. But 
most of the information they have has been based 
upon expcrimcntal and paper results. There are still 
many things to be known theoretically. For example, 
we know that an earthquake is a very complex struc- 
tural process, but we still don't know at what stress 
level an earthquake initiates. 
Allen: It's rather interesting, if one looks at programs 
around the world, that many people are doing similar 
kinds of things. For example, it was suggested in the 
Soviet L'nion some ycars ago that there might be a 
systematic change in the velocity with which seismic 
waves - so~md waves - travel through the rocks in 
the area of an earthquake before the earthquake. Ancl 
even though that was originally a Soviet suggestion, 
the method is now being tried in many parts of the 
world, including China. 
Anderson: We're still in the middle of a lot of cle- 
tailed study; we are accumulating a vi~pply of facts 
regarding the happening of earthquakes,  but we 
aren't yet at the point where we can correlate them to 
accurately predict the occurrence of earthyuakes. 
Is there any way of measuring the forces in a f u u l f  itz 
an c;arthquake zune.'' 
Andersotz: Several techniques have been tried, but to 
get an estimate of the actual stresses in the ground is 
probably one of the hardest branches of seismology. 
The upper part of the crust, which is available to us 
by drilling or by othcr tzchniques, is very shallow, 
heterogeneous, and broken up by faults and joints. 
It 's  not clear that'a stress measurement, even if we 
could make iiI1 accurate one near the surface of the 
earth.  woulcl be particularly useful .  We are .  of 
course, making attempts. But most earthquakes, par- 
ticularly in California, initiate at a depth on the order 
of ten kilometers or so, and it is just out of the ques- 
tion to measure thc stress at that depth by tlrilling. 
Earthquakes, themselves. by the shapes of the 
pulses they radiate, give us  some indication of the 
stresses that are jnvolvecl. Analyzing these is one of 
the ~echnlques  we are using. At the moment, other 
techniques arc very promising - geod2tic techniques 
such as measuring tilts, strain changes, and elevation 
of ths giound, for example. 
Allen: Part of the problem is that we not only need 
very sophisticated instruments, but we need instru- 
ments that are cheap enough so that we can put them 
out i n  large numbers over wide areas. Yes ,  we could 
drill a hole deep into the earth's crust, perhaps, and 
put an instrument down there, but we presumably 
have to  have instruments in many locations up  and 
down our fault system. That means that the instru- 
ments have t o  be  cheap  enough fo r  us  to afford a 
number of them. and easily enough interpreted that 
we can then analyze the results. Those are rcquire- 
ments that make tiltmeters a particularly encouraging 
area of investigation. Tiltmcters can now be installed 
fairly quickly. They're fairly cheap; thcir results can 
easily be teleitletered to central rcccption points. 
Tell us lr little hit about a tiltmeter. 
Knnarnori: A tiltmeter is an instrument that measures 
change in the tilt of the ground. If a stress or a force 
builds up within the earth's crust, the crust deforms, 
and a part of it might tilt. 
Artderson: 'The simplest way to think of a tiltmeter is 
to think of the bubble of a carpenter's level. A car- 
penter's level measures the tilt of thc ground. If you 
build a wall, of course you use a carpenter's level to 
make sure it's level. If you keep the carpenter's level 
there, eventually you'll see a change in the tilt. 
How d o  you know whether rhe rill is sign$icant in the 
indicatioiz of an impellding ecrrthqwake? 
Allen: That 's the whole problem, of course. There 
are many ways in which you can get tilts. Most obvi- 
ous of all is some sort of settling of the instrument il-  
self. As a matter of fact. for the first few months - 
or sometimes even years - after you put any instru- 
ment into the ground. it sort of settles and gives you 
signals that might not have any real significance. And 
so the problem we face is how to distinguish between 
the noise and the signals, so to speak. But there have 
been a sufficient number of rather encouraging results 
for us to  be optimistic. For example, the recent pre- 
diction by the U.S.  Geological Survey of an enrth- 
quake up in the Hollister area - as 1 understand it - 
was based upon prior tiltmeter records. 
[+'hat (lo you tcrke crs the .rtcirting levc.1 for 11 tilrmet~r.' 
You look nr the iwriatinn in rhc rotgl~ of the earrh's 
sirrfnce in relnrionship f o  whrrt:' To the posirion of the 
eurlh at the time tlre ril~tlle>rer is plnc~rl? Or to sonze 
nbsolutr measitring stattdurd? 
Anclerson: Actually, you're measuring relative tilts. 
You install an array of tiltmeters along a fault, and 
then you look at the changes that occur. Now. if you 
have a very sensitive tiltmeter and it's installed dcep 
underground. you'll see a daily periodicity of tilt just 
due to the attraction of the rnoon and the sun,  the 
tidal variations. You'll  a lso sec variations duc  to 
changes in weather, such as rainfall and baro~netric 
pressure fluctuations. However, if you have a string 
of these tiltmeters along a fault and three or  four of 
them start to behave erratically or to shift in a com- 
moll direction - and those that are some distance 
away do  not show any perceptible change - and if 
you can  rule out  weather influences, then you're 
probably seeing something that 's truly a tilt in the 
ground. 
Clarcnce brought up  a point that 's common not 
only to tiltmetcr ohscrvations but to all ~ne thods  of 
prediction. There are many phenomena that have 
been reported a5 seen before earthquakes. We don't 
have statistics, however, to know how often these 
things happen without an earthquake following them. 
Allen: As we look back at the record. particularly in 
places with long histories, such as Japan and China, 
it's very clear that there are well-documented exam- 
ples of major earthquakes being preceded by peculiar 
events that were noted by people at the scene and re- 
liably reported. The changes in ground level, the is- 
lands that came up out of the water, say. a few hours 
or days before an earthquake - there's 110 question 
that there have been physical precursors to earth- 
quakes. Thc whole problem is whether they happen 
consistently enough so that we can use them as a tool 
that will allow us to make relatively reliable predic- 
tions. Will the tilts that precede one earthquake, for 
example,  be the  same kincl of tilts that precede 
another in soine other part of thc world? And will the 
effects that precede small earthquakes also precede 
big earthquakes'? Aftcr all, it's the big earthquakes 
that we're really concerned about in terms of saving 
lives and reducing tlanagc. 
Anderso~z: It's further complicated by the variation in 
geological strata from place to place. For exanlple, a 
tilt in southern California, similar perhaps to one in 
Japan, might not be indicative of the same condition 
because of the different structure of the earth thcrc. 
Kunumori: Actually, there is iI fairly large diffcrence 
in the mechanism of earthquakcs in different parts of 
the worlcl. Some of the earthcluakes in Japan are very 
different from those in California o r  in South 
America, and even in Japan there are different kinds 
of earthquakes. We kriow there is u difference, but 
we still don't really understand what it is. The ques- 
tion of what precursory phenomena occur before an 
earthquake can be answered only if we really under- 
stancl the physical mechanism of an earthquake. 
Anderson: Thiq is where the theoretical studies also 
come in.  Coming from observat ions,  data  are,  o f  
course, empirical. It's the interpretation of the data 
and building up a physical model of the earthquake 
that are absolutcly essential. The Inore data we ac- 
cumulate on the way the earth changes its tilt before 
an earthquakc,  the closer  we  are to  being able to 
build up a theoreticdl model for what's happening in 
the ground. Once we can clo that, we  can take infor- 
mation from one area and. we hope, utilize it in a dif- 
ferent area. 
,411e11: One question w e  still haven' t  resolved is 
whether - even i n  a given area - different earth- 
quakes give the same kind of precursors for use in 
earthcjuake prediction. For exaltlplc, we  know that 
the Sat1 Fernando earthquake in 197 1 was caused by 
lnovement on what we call a thrust fault. The nloun- 
tain block to the north was thrust up and over the val- 
ley block c.,f the south. That's very different from the 
kind of movements that give rise to the earthquakes 
on the San Andreas fault, where the two blocks move 
horizontally. Ant1 hecause the mechanisms of these 
two kinds of earthquakes are very different, it's not 
yet clear that the precursors will turn out to be the 
same. 
Whur orher t~c.hniiltrcs trre being r.vplored in thc pre- 
dicttioi~ of errrrlry~cclkcs P Y o r ~  ~ n t ' ~ ~ t i o ~ ~ o d  the S viet 
re(-htliclup (!/ uttal~z,it l ,q tllc ,spc.e'd of sound I.zlaves 
fhrougl! purlic.ltli~r gc.ologic.ul stratu. How rlocs thul 
jitnr.tioir.? 
K l~numor i :  All of  these techniques are basically 
measuring a change in the physical properties of the 
crust before an earthquake.  If the rocks are com- 
pressed or squeer/.eti, then the h2ircIness of the rock 
might change as a function of time. And that change 
may  be reflected in a change in the seismic-wave 
velocity propagating through the rock. So by measur- 
ing seismic-wave velocity very accurately, we rnay 
be able to detect a possible change in the stress in the 
crust. Of course, there are many other techniques. 
like measuring electrical resistivity, ground water 
level, and some geochemical properties. 
Allrn: 'I'his change in velocity in scismic waves is 
not easy to measure accurately. but Hiroo is doing a 
very interesting experiment  on that right here in 
southern California. 
Kut~nrnori: Well, rather extensive earthquake predic- 
tion studies were initiated in souther11 California after 
thc San Fernando earthquake, so  it's only five or six 
years since we started. We are using the many large 
quarry blasts in southern California as a seismic 
source. We set up many stations to monitor them. 
The wave velocity from these blasts, measured very 
accurately, can vary up to 1 / 100 of a second along 
various paths from the point of the blast to the sta- 
tions. Since wc started this experiment, there has 
been no large earthquake, say exceeding 5.5. so we 
haven't  had any definitive example of  the way i n  
which velocity changes prececled an earthquake. But 
by accumulating precise data from blasts,  we can 
trace a change in the crustal condition as a function 
of time, arid these data might he very useful for prc- 
clicting an earthcluakc in the future. 
A l i ~ n :  As a result of Hirov's studies. w c  now realize 
how many cluarry blasts therc are in southern Califor- 
nia every day - soniething we never really LIP- 
preciated before. In  Pact, we find it a little cmbarras- 
sing to go back arld look at sonic of our olcl records 
and discover that we actually thought some of these 
events in past years were e~~rthcluakes. 
Atlilrrsorr: This particular experiment  brings up 
another point. You have to he patient in this kind of 
science because if there's no earthquake, you're not 
going to learn anything about precursors, no matter 
what you measure. 
i.on tlnuoci OII  pugr 25 
Allen: That's only part of the problem. Even if we're 
successful in  prcclict~ng srnall earthquakes (and I 
think wc have been in a few instances), will those 
same tcchniques work tor large earthquakes? We'll 
never knom until we have a chance to observe a large 
earthquake, and that may not happen in the next ten 
years. That's one reason why we would really love to 
do cxperlments not only In California hut in other 
areas where the ~ e i s m i c i t j  is even higher, such as 
parts o t  Turkey ,  perhaps, o r  in China.  where we 
could Instrument an area wlth a greattr probability of 
seelng a large earthcluake du r~ng  the period of the ex- 
perirncnt. 
Is there any international c.ooperalior1 on the nzeu- 
surernenl of emrrhquakes.~ 
Allen: There is  a worldwide network of seismo- 
graphic s tat ions that has been established for  a 
number of years, and it has given rise to a lot of clata 
that arc sharecl. But I think the most significant thing is 
that in the ficld of earthquake prediction itself there are 
a number of joint research projects between different 
countries - for example, between the Soviet Union 
and the United States. Sonle of our people are in the 
Sovict Union right now with seismic equipment in the 
field. Some of their people arc in this country; one of 
their scientists has recently visited Caltech. There are 
also cooperative programs between the Unitecl States 
and Japan. 
A?lderson: There have also been several exchange 
visits between Chinese seismologists and American 
seismologists. Clarence has been to China on one of 
these exchanges. 
Allen: We don't  yet have any cooperative research 
programs with the Chinese, but there's been a fair 
amount of communication. 
Kclnurnori: In terms of flow of information, there has 
been a very extensive exchange. Through the scien- 
tific literature, we know what is happening in other 
countries, and by reading many jourrials they know 
what is happening in this couptry. 
Allerl: I was amazed in China by how up to date their 
scientists were on what is going on i t ]  this country. 
They knew a whale of a lot more about what we're 
doing than we have taken the pains to find out about 
what they're doing. One result of what was appar- 
ently a successful prediction of a major earthquake in 
1975 has been a great deal more interest in this 
country in fincling out what the Chinese are doing. 
Kanamcv-i: Clarence mentioned this worldwide seis- 
mographic network system, which now has nearly 
120 stations. Those stations all have the same type of 
instruments, and they gather similar informarion. So 
we can study in detail earthquakes that occur in other 
parts of the world. For example. we have collected 
all of the records of the Chinese earthquake i n  July of 
last year. By studying those records, we can acquire 
infortnation that may be relevant to future California 
earthquakes. 
Allel?: It 's  rather interesting that this particular 
Chinese earthquake was a really major disaster, no 
question about it. The loss of life, reportedly, may 
have been a s  much as  600.000 to 700.000, which 
would make it among the major disasters in world 
history. That earthquake, insofar as we can tell, was 
not predicted by the Chinese, and they do not claim 
to have predicted it. This is rather interesting because 
they have made claims of some 10 to 15 successful 
predictions of previous large earthquakes, sorne of 
which are no doubt valid clainls. We don't yet know 
the full meaning of this lack of prediction because we 
have not heard reports directly from China, ancl no 
American groups have bee11 in China since that 
earthquake. 
That ~ iou ld  secrn to bt. N P I  irlclicatiorz of tlze d$7ir'ultj 
of' predicting dgjcerent tjpes of enrrhq~iukes in difjrer- 
ent circzunstances. Clrhat techiziy ues cue being utilized 
by the Chinese? Do they difier frorn those ~lsetl, suy, 
by the Soviet Union? 
Allen: Well,  many of the techniques are the same 
kinds of things we're trying here, and the Japanese 
and the Soviets are trying. They involve such things 
as velocity changes, tilts, and measurements of ra- 
don, which is a radioactive gas that sometimes seenls 
to increase in ground waters before earthquakes. But 
I think the one unique aspect of the Chinese earth- 
quake prediction effort is the great dependence upon 
observations - by amateurs in the countryside - of 
such things as animal behavior before earthquakes. 
.Anomalous animal behavior has been subject to a 
great deal of joking, even in China. It's not clear that 
they really believe it in every respect, and yet they 
are not willing to dismiss it .  And I don't  think we 
should either. At any rate, in China there are hun- 
dreds of thousands of people in the countryside who 
are making various kinds of observations of, say, the 
level of water in their backyard wells, or  the behavior 
of their animals, or of any other sorts of anomalies that 
could be observcd by amateurs. I don't know of any 
other place in the world where there is this kind of 
dependence upon local people. 
Apparently these observations have played a fairly 
large part in their predictions, and they may well 
havc been significant. Even if 95 percent of what 
they're doing is not scientifically meariingful, that 
other 5 percent still represents a more massive effort 
than is going on anywhere else in the world. I think 
we have a good deal to learn from that effort. 
that ~ ~ 1 1 . 1  ~ f '  the .sII('(.c',ss l ! f  ~ 0 1 1 1 .  research ciepends 
upon the existetic.e of eurthqutrkes. You prohcibly look 
forward to eartllqurak~s trs research fool, but how 
do you feel yersotznlly about livirlg in an enrthquake 
urea? 
Anderson: Earthquakes are fascinating things, and the 
more you understand about a subject, the less you 
fear it. A great deal of beauty goes along with earth- 
quakes - such as the rugged coastlines we have in 
California and New Zcaland, beautiful mountains and 
valleys. These are all part of the on-going geological 
process. 
I s  any research like tl7at heir~g done here ut Culreclr? 
,411m: You czrc an optimist, aren't you? 
Allerl: Not that I'm aware of - though there is some 
interest in animal behavior in this country. 1 think it's 
important to note that thcrc's a great difference be- 
tween our country and China. We have the opportu- 
nity to put out sophisticated instruments, we have the 
funds (at least. I hope we will have the funds), and 
we have a smaller area to work in here in California. 
In China the situation is quite different. They have a 
tremendous resource in peasants out in the coun- 
tryside. 
Anderson: The Chinese farmers routinel y monitor 
water-well activity. With lots of small farmers it is 
possible for them to monitor unusual animal behavior 
in a much more systematic way than we can. Also, 
the government can tell people to observe things - 
and to get out of their houses. 
Allc~n: In China, Mao's philosophy espouses the wis- 
dom of the broad masses of people. The Chinese are 
convinced that the people have been predicting earth- 
qual..es for 3000 years, and this is something you 
don't qucstion. 
M1l?crr could you ask people i n  Los Angeles r o  
moni~or:) 
Alleri: There are probably things we could do that we 
haven' t  been doing.  This  problem of the level of 
water in wells may be very important among events 
happening before earthquakes. We're not making 
inany observations on this sort of thing, and perhaps 
we should be. We might also try to enlist the aid of a 
relatively sophisticated group of people - like the 
radio ham operators, who have a good deal of experi- 
ence with sophisticated instrumentation. 
O I Z P  qf the peculiar uspects q f ' y u r  occz~pations is 
Atzderson: Of course, if you are right in the center of 
an earthquake. there's a great amount of fear when it 
does strike. It's one of those natural phenomena that 
will never be predicted to the precise moment, so it's 
quite a thrill when it happens. As soon a s  you get 
over the iriitial shock, you, as a scientist, start analyz- 
ing the vibrations you're feeling. Naturally. we im- 
mediately come down to the laboratory to go to work. 
Allen: 1 can assure you, though, that during the San 
Fernando earthquake at six o'clock in the morning, 
we were experiencing the same kind of fright and 
trauma that other people were. Wc weren't jumping 
out  of bed saying,  "Great! We're going to have 
another scientific experiment." Now, admittedly, it 
did provide an opportunity for us to try to understand 
earthquakes better, and we tried to take aclvaritage of 
i t .  But at the time of the shaking, our reactions were 
probably not grossly diflerent from those of anyone 
else. 
I think it's also true, though, that those of us who 
study earthquakes don't have the blind fear that many 
other people do. People tend to  fe;il- \\/hat they don ' l  
i~nderstand.  1 think we  realize that,  yes, the next 
great earthquake will be a disaster. but i t  will not be a 
cataclysmic kind of thing. Parts of California are n o t  
going to slide out into the Pacific. This is ridiculous. 
What is the Pulmdul~ hulgc~.~ 
Kanumori: The  U .  S.  Geological Survey studied 
geodetic data in the past, and they discovered that the 
ground in the Palmdale area was uplifted about 2 5  
centimeters, or about 1 0  inches, sometime in 1962. 
Then during the subsequent period of time, this uplift 
spread out into the Mojave Desert. 
Of course, tbere'are many examples of uplift in the 
past. Probably the most famous is the uplift prior to 
the 1964 Niigata earthquake in Japan. About five 
years before that earthquake there was a rather exten- 
sive uplift in the epicentral area, and in 1964 a mag- 
nitude 7.4 earthquake happened. In this particular case, 
the uplift was a precursor to this rather disastrous earth- 
quake. Obviously, there is some concern that this 
Palmdale bulge may be one of the precursory 
phenomena prior to the next major California earth- 
quake. However, there are some other cases in which 
uplifts happened. but no earthquakes. 
When we talk of earthquake predictability, are we 
talking in terms of predicting for a range of time or 
for a certain date? How accurate could earthquake 
predictability ultimately he? 
Allen: Well, since we don't know what the finest point 
could be, I think the important thing right now is that 
anyone who is offering a prediction should specify a 
bracket of time, over which he thinks the earthquake 
will occur. 
There are, of course, all kinds of predictions; for 
example, we have said a major earthquake is likely to 
occur in the San Andreas fault in the next 100 years. 
In a sense that is a prediction, but i t 's  not a very 
meaningful one in terms of doing anything other than 
work on building codes. 
The Chinese prediction of the earthquake in 1975 
started out five years before the earthquake. At first it 
was merely a prediction that that area was of some 
concern, and it had no time limit at all. Then about a 
year before the earthquake the Chinese specified that 
they expected an earthquake with a certain magnitude 
within about a year. As the time got closer, they suc- 
cessively refined that prediction, and, finally, 5% 
hours before the earthquake, they announced that it 
was so imminent that people should get out of their 
houses. In China, when they say that, people get out. 
Will we, at some point, be able to predict magnitude? 
Anderson: Yes. There are several ways. One is the 
duration of the precursor, the length of time it takes 
between the onset of something that appears anomal- 
ous and the actual event. It now seems that the longer 
the time the anomaly builds up, the greater will be 
the earthquake. Also, in the area that is being af- 
fected by the anomaly - such as a tilt anomaly or a 
radon gas anomaly, or a ground uplift anomaly - the 
larger the area involved, the more likely it is that the 
earthquake will be large. The trouble is we have lim- 
ited data before large earthquakes. Most of our in- 
formation has been obtained on very small earth- 
quakes, and it might be dangerous to extrapolate to 
larger earthquakes. 
As for the time of earthquakes, there are what we call 
long-term precursors and short-term precursors. The 
long-term precursors might start years before the earth- 
quake. As the stresses continue to go up and we get 
closer and closer to the earthquake, we anticipate that 
more dramatic things will happen, such as an increased 
number of foreshocks or, perhaps, an increased squeez- 
ing out of radon in the ground, or an increased activity 
of the ground deformation. This might allow us to say 
it's now getting much closer, and we might be within a 
week. 
As far as southern California is concerned, a pre- 
diction won't really be very useful if it says in the 
next year we're going to have an earthquake. That 
doesn't tell us to do anything more than we should 
have been doing all along anyway - just by the sim- 
ple fact that we live in an area of the world that is 
prone to earthquakes. However, when we get the 
prediction down to the point where we can say there 
will be an earthquake within, say, the next two days, 
then you can take such emergency preparations as the 
evacuation of people, or at least having people leave 
their dwellings and sleep outside. This is what the 
Chinese did. If the prediction is vague to the extent 
of even a month, you're not going to be able to save 
many lives. In the case of China, perhaps, they could 
have ordered people out of their houses for a whole 
month, but that would clearly not be possible in Los 
Angeles. 
Allen: It is not even clear that 5% hours would do it 
here. 
What does earthquake predictability mean to the 
people of Los Angeles? If we could predict an earth- 
quake accurately, what would we then do in any 
major city? Is it best to evacuate people? Or should 
we take preventive measures regardless of prediction 
of earthquakes? 
Anderson: There's a wide variety of opinion on the 
social implications of earthquake prediction. Since 
we live in earthquake-prone country, all schools and 
emergency facilities, such as hospitals, should be 
built up to earthquake standards. These are things we 
should do regardless, because there will be an earth- 
quake during the life of these particular buildings. 
~'MIINEERING AND SCIENCE 
My personal opinion as to what to do when we can 
predict an earthquake within a very narrow time and 
space limit is that all emergency people should be 
notified - the police, the hospitals, the civil defense, 
and the National Guard. These organizations should 
be on alert; their vehicles should be parked in such 
places that they won't have their garages collapse 
around them. People should be told to stock 
emergency supplies, particularly food and water (be- 
cause there will be water interruptions), and medical 
supplies. Every family should be relatively self- 
contained. I'm not sure how much further one should 
go. 
Allen: Well, of course, we've identified 14,000 
buildings in Los Angeles alone that are basically de- 
ficient in terms of earthquake design. The City Coun- 
cil is now trying to find some way of bringing these 
buildings up to standard or getting rid of them. We 
know darn well those 14,000 buildings are danger- 
ous. 
One obvious thing to do is at least to try to get 
people out of those particular buildings because that's 
clearly where there is going to be major loss of life. 
But I don't think that applies to most people in their 
own homes. Single-family dwellings as we know 
them in southern California are relatively safe places 
to be. That's not true in China, where most people 
have been killed in their own homes because of the 
way the homes are built. 
What activity is government - city, county, or state 
- engaging in as far as the analysis of fault struc- 
tures prior to housing development? Is there any ef- 
fort to look at existing fault systems and prohibit de- 
velopments along fault lines? 
Allen: There's a fair amount of effort in this. Over 
the years we have gotten progressively better in our 
land-use planning with regard to earthquake hazards. 
Just about three years ago a bill was passed in Sac- 
ramento that identified special study zones along our 
active faults, and if you propose to put in a housing 
development or a subdivision within that special 
study zone, you must satisfy the authorities that you 
have taken into adequate account the active faults that 
exist within that zone. Many of our cities have been 
relatively progressive in terms of land-use planning in 
regard to landslide hazards that may be related to 
earthy uakes. We are making progress. 
Is there something you feel is essential for people to 
understand in relationship to earthquakes? 
Allen: I would just re-emphasize what Don said; that 
is, that the next ten years are going to be rather rough 
ones for us in this area. I 'm firmly convinced that 
earthquake prediction in the long run will be benefi- 
cial to people, save lives, save property loss. But 
nevertheless, in the process of achieving that predic- 
tion capability we are possibly going to have some 
false alarms, and it is going to be a rough ten years 
for us all. I hope the public is going to be a bit pa- 
tient and recognize that this is a scientific develop- 
ment, a research development, that's going to have 
many problems as we develop our capability. 
Anderson: And it's going to be particularly rough for 
the media, because a lot of people are going to be 
coming out of the woodwork, predicting earthquakes 
with no scientific basis whatsoever -just to gain 
publicity. If the media don't become very sophisti- 
cated in dealing with this kind of phenomena, they 
are tampering unfairly with the fears of the public. 
You are suggesting that the media should take earth- 
quake predictions with a grain of salt unless they 
come from reliable sources. 
Anderson: Yes. This is one case where selling news- 
papers and getting prime-time TV just for the sake of 
sensationalism is not in the public interest at all. Be- 
cause of the fear of earthquakes, this particular kind 
of sensationalism is extremely dangerous. 
Allen: Many of us are rather unhappy with some of 
the T V  coverage of unfounded predictions. It is al- 
most like crying, "Fire!" in a crowded theater. I 
think a certain amount of discrimination has to be 
used by the media in the treatment of these stories. 
To large rzurnbers of people, the concept of an earth- 
quake is very threatening. Perhaps we need to stop 
looking at the earth as a solid, static object and start 
seeing it as a constantly changing one. 
Anderson: That is exactly right, because the earth is 
in constant motion. We are always going to have 
earthquakes - many of them damaging to people 
and property - but knowledge of the real risks and 
judgment about safety measures can reduce that dam- 
age. Scientifically responsible earthquake prediction 
may help all of us to live more comfortably with our 
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